Rebecca Hutchinson, M.D., MPH, has joined Maine Medical Center’s Palliative Medicine group. Dr. Hutchinson received her medical degree from University of Pennsylvania School of Medicine. She completed her internship and residency at Brigham and Women’s Hospital.

Dr. Hutchinson received her master’s from Harvard TH Chan School of Public Health. She completed her fellowship in Hospice and Palliative Care here at MMC. Her clinical interests include delivering high-quality palliative and end-of-life care to all patients.

Outside of work, Dr. Hutchinson enjoys spending time with her three children, hiking, camping and skiing.
November Anniversaries

Claire Berg, 40 Years
Cardiovascular Clinic
Elizabeth Smith, 40 Years
Patient Services Rep

35 Years
Terri Babb, NICU
Vickie Olfene, Radiology

30 Years
Donna Akerson Green, Oncology
Serena Casey, SSC
Janet Oliver,
Family Birth Center

25 Years
Elizabeth Belanger,
Psychiatry
Alan Michaud,
Nutrition Services

20 Years
Chad Bevins, Radiology
Ronald Brown, IS
Jennifer Burnham,
Housestaff
David Chase, IS

15 Years
Karen Andrei,
Health Information Management
Denise Boshea, PACU
Donna Bouffard,
Environmental Services
Melissa Bowden, ED
Shannon Cappen, BBCH
Paula Desrosiers, Radiology
April Fry, R5
Robert Gredin, IS
Kathleen Lalouche,
Radiology
Darcel Moulton, OR
Barbara Owen, R9
Caren Priest,
Family Birth Center
Tina Marie Schwarz, BBCH
Katherine Skroski, R9
Rachel Smith,
Nutrition Services
Sarah Snow, R4

10 Years
Edward Barnum, IS

Nellie Bergeron, Radiology
Frances Caterina, R3
Stephen DiGiovanni, Clinic
Sabrina Donnelly,
Family Birth Center
Emily Dubord, NICU
Wendy Elliott, REMIS
Keith Friedrich, REMIS
April Gerry, Westbrook Primary Care
Terry Henderson, MMCRI
Kathleen Nielsen,
Nutrition Services
Kevin Reynolds, Finance
Arthur Shaw, Distribution
Beverly Thorpe,
Outpatient Care
Loran Townsend,
Radiology
Jodi-Lynne Vaughn,
Family Birth Center

5 Years
Alexandra Aitkenhead,
Scarborough Primary Care
Jane Allain, ED
Robert Bolster, Cardiology

Benjamin Branch,
Neuro & Spine
Danielle Brown,
Women’s Health Maternal and Fetal Medicine
Anna Cloutier, MMCRI
Jackson Crawford, IS
John DeStefano, IS
William Farefield, IS
Patrick Freeman, R6
Susan Guerin,
Employee Health
Deborah Johnson,
Center for Clinical and Professional Development
Deborah Jordan,
Care Management
Tori Lynch, OR
Pamela Main,
Volunteer Services
Faith McNeil, MMCRI
James Moulton, IS
Jena Oliver, BBCH
Geoffrey Perkins, ED
Karrianne Potter-Maxwell,
R1
Ernesto Ramirez, Security
Mallery Ross,
Scarborough Primary Care
Kristina Severance,
Physical Therapy
Kristin Shulman,
Weight & Wellness Program
Kathleen Walker,
Windham Primary Care
Aaron Weisslender,
Security
Susan Whittaker,
Coding & Compliance
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